A basic theory of two-dimensional (2D) fracture propagation has been developed with a Lagrangian formulation combined with a virtual work analysis. Fluid leakoff is included by the assumption that an incompressible filtrate produces a piston-like displacement of a compressible reservoir fluid with a moving boundary between the two. Poiseuille flow is assumed in the fracture. We consider both Newtonian and nonNewtonian fluids with and without wall building. For non-Newtonian fluids, we assume the usual power-law relation between shear stress and shear rate. The Lagrangian formulation yields a pair of nonlinear equations in Lf and bf, the fracture length and half-width. By introducing a virtual work analysis, we obtain a single equation that can be solved numerically.
Introduction
We present here a new approach to the 2D problem of fracture propagation based on Lagrangian methods. The Lagrangian formulation has been applied to a variety of problems in physics and chemistry. l-3 To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the first application to fracture mechanics.
The Lagrangian formulation is based on the classical form of Lagrange's equations. As applied here, it produces a basic equation that expresses the balance between work expended and work done in propagating a. 2D crack.
Existing theories of crack propagation have all been developed by the application of equations from classical elasticity theory. This approach assumes linear elastic behavior of the reservoir rock and ignores surface energy considerations at the crack tip and plastic deformation effects. Leakoff, if it is included, is treated as an independent process and merged with the crack propagation problem by iterative methods that assume self-consistency. Some well-known examples of this approach have been presented by Zheltov and Khristianovich, 4T5 Perkins and Kern, 6 Nordgren,' Geertsma and de Klerk, * Daneshy, 9 Le Tirant and Dupuis, 'O and Cleary. ",I2 Geertsma and Haafkens I3 have compared many of the results of these theories.
A more general approach, the Lagrangian method is not restricted to elastic behavior, and leakoff can be included as an integral part of the formulation. We include leakoff by assuming a piston-like displacement of com-I
Copyrtght 1986 Society of Petroleum Engineers pressive reservoir fluid by an incompressible fracture fluid filtrate with a moving boundary between the two. The Lagrangian formulation yields a pair of nonlinear differential equations in fracture length Lf and fracture half-width bf, which are reduced to a single equation in Lf by introduction of a virtual work analysis. This equation can be solved numerically and can be used with other relations to obtain fracture dimensions and injection pressure as a function of time at constant injection rate. Experimental laboratory measurements reported previously I4 confirm basic results obtained from such computations.
The Lagrangian formulation presented here has been used for many years in our field operations to predict fracture dimensions. It has provided a means to plan and to optimize fracture treatments in a variety of field operations. Some specific field applications will be discussed. where L = Ek -E, . Because fracture propagation occurs under near static conditions, the kinetic energy term, Ek, can be neglected in our application. Qi includes all forces that are not derived from a potential function. It can be SPE Production Engineering, January 1986 
The Lagrangian Formulation
which is the form of Lagrangian equations we will use. We will apply these equations to the problem of 2D fracture propagation. The assumed fracture geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . The fracture has constant height along x and constant width along z over its height. Thus the problem is assumed to be one of plane strain in the x-y plane. We choose two coordinates, q I =Lf and q2 =bf. We assume that the fracture extends from -Lf to Lf and that its width is given by b=2bff =2bff (LD). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) The function f (LD) specifies the shape of the crack.
It has the following properties: f( -LD)=~(L~);
f(0) = 1; f( 1) =O; and f is monotone for 0 5 LD < 1. Because of this symmetry, we need to consider only the half-plane x> 0 in Fig. 1 To apply these equations, we must find the potential function E,, the dissipation function D, and the generalized forces Ql and Q2 for the fracture in Fig. 1 . These are 18 SPE Production Engineering, January 1986 derived in Appendix A for the simplest case of a Newtonian fracture fluid in an elliptical crack without leakoff. In this simplest case, E,, D, and Qi have easily recognized physical meanings. The potential energy E, is the work required to build up an internal pressure in the crack volume. D is the rate of energy dissipation caused by frictional forces arising from fluid flow down the crack. The generalized forces Ql and Qz include all of the forces required to increase the crack volume and to generate new crack surface at the fracture tip.
Expressions Thus the form of the solution we have chosen correseonds to the case of constant injection rate, which is the one of practical interest.
The constants C 1, C2, and C3 are evaluated in Appendix B. The results obtained there allow us to express Lf, bft and pe as explicit functions of time for the case of no leakoff. We also show in Appendix B how these results can be used under appropriate assumptions to derive the width equation obtained by Geertsma and de Klerk. 8 We see from Eqs. 9 that two combinations of variables Leakoff. We include fluid leakoff in the Lagrangian forare independent of time. These are peLf/bf and bf*/Lf. mulation by assuming that the flow rate can be divided There are two extreme cases for which these combinainto two parts: qv, which contributes only to the fractions reduce to simple results, as shown in Appendix B.
ture volume, and 91, which contributes only to fluid loss For large values of pqte, through the fracture faces. Shape of the Crack. The preceding analysis has assumed that the crack shape is given. However, this is not a prerequisite for the Lagrangian formulation. The crack shape can be determined by methods based on various assumptions.
Any strict analysis must account for the Barenblatt condition at the tip. Barenblatt '&I8 showed that, to avoid infinite stress at the crack tip, the fluid front cannot extend all the way to the tip. This requires a narrowing, pointed tip that prevents fluid penetration. Experimental results have confirmed that this analysis is correct. I4
The exact shape of the crack at the tip and over the rest of its length is determined by the fluid pressure distribution. A detailed analysis of pressure distribution that accounts for the Barenblatt condition has been developed. For field applications requiring only engineering accuracy, however, the exact shape is not needed. Results of detailed analyses show that crack dimensions are not critically dependent on exact crack shape. For practical purposes, deriving an approximate shape based on simplifying assumptions is sufficient.
Here we assume that pressure in the crack is constant over its length. Under these conditions, Sneddon I9 has shown that the crack shape is elliptic and is given by 
. (12b)
In the Lagrangian analysis, this is consistent with setting y=/3=?rI4, which corresponds to an elliptic shape. For routine applications, this condition and the Sneddon shape give all the necessary accuracy.
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We must distinguish between simple fracturing fluids, such as water and oil, and gelled fluids, which are wallbuilding. Simple fluids will be considered first.
We assume that leakoff occurs in accordance with Darcy's law with a piston-like displacement of the reservoir fluid by the fracture fluid filtrate. The filtrate is taken to be incompressible, and the reservoir fluid has compressibility c. The reservoir fluid is driven at a moving boundary that we designate D&).
Taking By analogy to heat flow, we assume that { can be represented by a parabolic approximation ' : '
We let the pressure at the moving boundary be PI =p@if7).
These relationships are illustrated by the pressure diagram of Fig. 2 . Appendix D shows how they lead to the following equation for the velocity of leakoft Eq. 20 has the same form as the well-known relation for the velocity of leakoff given in the literature.*' Although the form is the same, the coefficient K in Eq. 20 has a much different relation to fluid and reservoir properties than the constant C, in the literature. Furthermore, in practical cases, Eq. 20 gives a much higher rate of leakoff. Reasons for these differences are discussed in Appendix D.
For wall-building gelled fluids, we assume that the gel deposits a layer of low-permeability residue on the fracture face. As the wall forms, it produces a pressure drop p ,,, -pe across it. As a first approximation, we follow the usual assumption that there is no pressure drop until a certain volume of fluid, the spurt loss Wc, has leaked off; then the wall suddenly appears and begins to grow.
We assume that the pressure drop across the wall is proportional to the product of the leakoff rate and the volume,of fluid that has passed through the wall. This gives pw- pe=O, WsWo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (21a) and
Thus the wall is assumed to grow in thickness throughout the leakoff period. Fig. 3 shows the pressure diagram for this case. Past the wall, it is no different from that in Fig. 2 .
Appendix D shows that Eq. 21 leads to the velocity relation
for W> Wo. For WC Wo, the velocity is given by Eq. 20. The constants Wo and J must be determined experimentally. It can be shown that, for practical purposes,
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Lagrangian Equations With Leakoff

. . . (26)
In Appendix F we show how the virtual work concept can be used to find relations between F 1, F2, and Lf,bf, and to derive the important relation (27) This is the basic practical result of the Lagrangian analysis. It can be solved numerically for Lf when the pressure distribution dp/dx is known. With Lf the other variables bf and pe can be determined readily.
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. The physics of the crack propagation problem is summarized concisely by Eq. 27. It can be regarded as a simple energy balance expression.
The first term is the separation energy already defined in terms of (T and &. The second term is the energy associated with the generation of an internal pressure in the crack volume, accounting for leakoff. The sum of these terms represents work put into the process of crack propagation. It must equal the work done in producing the crack, which is the last term.
Evaluation of Pressure Distribution
To generalize the problem of determining 13p/dx, we must consider both non-Newtonian and Newtonian fluids. For non-Newtonian fluids, we assume the common power-law relation.
; =K'r" . . 
. (28)
Newtonian fluids are represented by the same relation, with n = 1 and ,u= l/K'. In our notation, n is the inverse of n ', the flow behavior index used by service companies, but K' is the same as their consistency index.
We consider flow between parallel fracture faces under the pressure gradient dp/ilx. If we take the x axis to be midway between the faces, the shear stress distribution across width b satisfies the equilibrium condition. From Eqs. 13 and A-13, we obtain
Differentiating Eq. A-9 to obtain hf in Eq. 36 gives finally
Eqs. 35 and 37 substituted in Eq. 27 give an equation in Lf only. This equation can be solved for Lf by straightforward iterative methods.
qractical Evaluation
We have developed a number of computer programs for solving Eq. 27 and determining Lf,bf and pe as functions of time at constant injection rate. The sophistication of these programs has been tailored to particular needs. For most routine field applications where only engineering accuracy is required, we use a program with several simplifying assumptions to reduce computer time. The most important of these are assuming the crack shape to be elliptical so that r=/3 and taking the plasticity coefficient (II =O. The Q! = 0 assumption must be made with care, but it has been found to be appropriate in many reservoirs. Measurements of (Y in reservoir rock and the effects of plasticity on fracture dimensions are the subject of a separate paper. 2 l
We have shown by Eq. 8 that without leakoff the Lagrangian method gives power-law relations in Lb bf, and pe vs. time at constant injection rate. This is true to a very good approximation but with slightly different exponents when there is leakoff present. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where Lf, bf, and pe results obtained from solutions of Eq. 27 are shown for cases of very large leakoff rates with fluid efficiencies CcO.02.
For non-wall-building fluids, the exponents h, m, and r in Eq. 8 decrease with increasing leakoff-i.e., decreasing C. For C-0, we find h+ %, m+ l/i, and r-+ -%.
For wall-building fluids, Appendix D shows fluid loss through the wall to be the rate-controlling mechanism. Factors associated with the moving boundary D!p(t) in Fluid efficiencies are practically independent of fluid and reservoir properties apart from _,4 and Wu.
These trends are very much in line with experimental data reported earlier from laboratory measurements of fracture propagation in small blocks. I4 Although these experiments produced three-dimensional (3D) cracks, the results are surprisingly consistent with the 2D Lagrangian theory presented here.
We have made numerous comparisons between results obtained from our Lagrangian method with cz = 0 and those obtained from other 2D theories. Experience from these comparisons has been compiled over a number of years for a great variety of cases. For a=0 and with no leakoff, we find good agreement between the Lagrangian method and the methods of Zheltov and Khristianovich,4*5 Geertsma and de Klerk, 8 and Daneshy. 9 Significant discrepancies do not arise until u exceeds 1 X lo5 erg/cm2 [l x105mJ/m2] and becomes large onp when E approaches 1 x lo6 erg/cm2 [l x 106mJ/m 1. The limited data compiled for u from laboratory measurements2* indicate that cr does not exceed 1 X lo5 erg/cm2 [ 1 X lo5 mJ/m2] in more than a few types of well-cemented reservoir rock. Thus, according to the Lagrangian anal-22 ysis, fracture propagation in most reservoirs is controlled mainly by the elastic energy required to force the fracture faces apart and not by surface energy effects at the tip. This is expected intuitively but has not been demonstrated convincingly before.
When leakoff without wall-building is included, the Lagrangian method gives much higher leakoff rates and significantly shorter fractures than the methods of Geertsma and de Klerk8 and Daneshy. 9 This has been demonstrated in numerous comparisons with the Daneshy program for a variety of field cases. Although fewer comparisons have been done with the Geertsma and de Klerk method, it is reported to give results in general agreement with the Daneshy program. I3
When wall-building is included with leakoff, the Lagrangian method gives results substantially in agreement with the Daneshy program. This agreement can be viewed as a natural consequence of points discussed earlier and of the similar methods of treating the wall-building process. In the Daneshy program, fluid loss is matched numerically to experimental data on leakoff through thin wafers. The same experimental data are used to obtain A and Wu in the Lagrangian method. Because fluid loss through the wall dominates leakoff in this case, these methods should give about the same rate of leakoff. The major remaining difference between the two methods is the formulation used to combine fluid loss and crack growth. The substantial agreement between the two shows that both formulations lead to about the same result.
The Lagrangian method gives results much different from the Perkins and Kern equations6 and the associated Nordgren theory. 7 The differences show most noticeably in the exponent r, which has an opposite sign in results computed by the two methods. These discrepancies are well-known from past comparisons of the PerkinsKern equations with 2D theories. They have been attributed to fundamental differences between 2D and 3D theories. It should be noted, however, that laboratory experiments with 3D fracture propagation have agreed much better with 2D theories than with the Perkins and Kern6 or Nordgren7 theories. The most definitive test is in the sign of r, which is always negative in the laboratory experiments. I4
The method used here of combining the Lagrangian formulation with a virtual work analysis provides a powerful means of treating the fracture propagation problem. The Lagrangian formulation can be used to separate the problem into its various parts. E&h of these parts can be treated individually by completely analytic methods. Then, through the virtual work concept, they can be recombined into the central problem. Elastic deformation, separation energy, crack shape, fluid flow along the crack, and leakoff are all parts of the problem that have been treated in this way. All are recombined by the virtual work analysis in Eq. 27. The result is a largely analytic analysis that does not require the use of crude and uncertain finite element methods at any step.
Field Applications
The Lagrangian method described here has been used in various forms for the design of fracturing treatments for more than 10 years. Applications have ranged from simple estimates of fracture dimensions and fluid/sand volumes to sophisticated economic optimization programs for large fields with fracturing treatments in many wells. The method has also been extended to investigate fracture extension in waterflood operations. In most of these applications, the predicted fracture dimensions have been in line with production experience before and after fracturing except in unusual cases. Some of the more important field applications are listed in Table 1 .
The Pembina application in Table 1 made use of smallvolume fracture treatments to improve waterflood operations in the Cardium oil sand. Hundreds of producing wells were fractured with a crosslinked gel carrying 12 to 15 lbm/gal [1438 to 1797 kg/m31 sand at 20 to 30 bbl/min [0.05 to 0.08 m3/s]. The main purpose was to provide communication over the complete Cardium sand interval. The Lagrangian program predicted no more than two-fold productivity increases caused by fracturing as opposed to four-to five-fold improvements forecast by service company prograins. A 1.9-fold improvement was obtained as the average for more than 100 cases.
The Experience in the Panama/Council Grove and Canadian fields led to the concept of larger treatments in lowpermeability sands than had been considered practical before. Because of their routine success, these treatments served as forerunners of very large fracture treatments carried out in the Lasater and Tip Top fields and later in the Oldenburg and Piceance Creek fields, which are described elsewhere. 23,24
The U.S. gulf coast wells included in Table 1 were selected from a variety of gas fields with completions in the Frio, Wilcox, and similar sands. These treatments were designed principally to remove skin damage evaluated from pressure buildup analyses in partially depleted wells. The Lagrangian method was used with an economic optimization program to determine treatment size on the basis of optimum fracture length beyond the skin damage.
. In the South Belridge field, the Lagrangian method was applied to fracturing long, vertical, oil-producing intervals of diatomaceous earth. These treatments were designed to be near-massive on a vertical scale but modest on a fracture-length scale. Details of this work are discussed elsewhere. 25
Conclusions
The Lagrangian method has been applied successfully to the problem of 2D fracture propagation. This method of analysis has introduced some new concepts and led to a practical method of calculating fracture dimensions for field operations.
The Lagrangian formulation provides a means of separating the crack propagation problem into parts that can be treated individually by largely analytic methods. These parts then can be recombined by mean of a virtual work analysis. Leakoff, fluid flow and pressure distribution along the crack, shape of the crack, elastic energy, and separation energy associated with crack growth can be treated in this way.
Leakoff has been considered as a piston-like displacement of compressible reservoir fluid by an incompressible fracture fluid filtrate in accordance with Darcy 's law. This analysis, incorporated into the Lagrangian formulation, predicts much higher leakoff rates than conventional methods, provided the fluid is not wall-building. For wall-building fluids, leakoff through the wall is the ratelimiting step. In this case the Lagrangian method predicts fluid loss rates that agree with conventional methods based on spurt loss and long-time rate of filtration through thin wafers.
Associated with fracture propagation is an elastic deformation energy and a separation energy. The latter is almost negligible unless the Griffith surface tension is large or unless there is significant plastic deformation. The surface tension must exceed 1 X lo5 erg/cm2 [l x 105rn.Ilm2] to be important. On the basis of limited data, this appears to be uncommon in reservoir rock. Therefore, excluding cases of plastic behavior, fracture propagation is controlled mainly by the elastic energy required to force the fracture walls apart and has little to do with surface energy effects at the tip.
In the absence of leakoff, the Lagrangian equations predict power-law relations in fracture length Lf, fracture half-width bf, and injection pressure pe vs. time. The power-law exponents are h = % for Lf, n = % for be and r= -% for pe . When leakoff does exist, power-law relations are still found to a good approximation, but the exponents change with fluid efficiency C. As C+O, m+ i/2, n+ 94, and r+ -?A. These trends agree with laboratory results obtained in 3D fracturing experiments.
Field applications of the Lagrangian method have generally predicted fracture dimensions consistent with production data except in unusual cases. Lagrangian Eqs. 6 and 7 for no leakoff notation used for convenience, defined by Eq. B-6 permeability .of reservoir rock elastic constant defined by Eq. A-3 constant in power-law relation assumed for non-Newtonian fluids in Eq. 28 Lagrangian function given by difference between kinetic and potential energy of system dimensionless distance along crack fracture half-length from wellbore to tip exponent appearing in Solutions 8 to Lagrangian Eqs. 6 and 7 for no leakoff poroelastic coefficient defined in Ref. This virtual work can be separated into two parts: that done by the fluid pressure in increasing the crack volume, Y/:, , and that done in extending the crack, Ye.. We have where E is a separation energy associated with the Griffith surface tension u and a constant I' that accounts for plastic deformation of the reservoir rock, acoustic radiation, etc.
The virtual work associated with Qt and Q2 can now be written 
Appendix B
To evaluate the constants Ct , C2, and C3 in Eq. 9, we begin by integrating Eq. A-13. Substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 7 and using Eqs. B-8 and B-9, we obtain +f (/l++B) ($)Z"z'% . . . . . . (B-10)
As a practical illustration of these results, we show that conditions can be chosen for which the Lagrangian formulation gives the width equation obtained by Geertsma and de Klerk' for no leakoff. We take E=O, which reduces Eq. B-7 to making Eq. 10 valid. For an elliptical crack, Using Eq. 9, we get This result agrees with the width equation given by Geertsma and de Klerk* for unit fracture height and is limited to cases in which the separation energy, E, is small. For reservoir rocks with significant surface energy, u, it becomes a poor approximation. Eqs. D-8, p-10? and D-l 1 provide three differential Integration of Eq. D-10 then gives equations in Difl, DC., and p ,, which must be solved for It is important to consider two special cases: when filtration eriters empty pores and when the fracture fluid and reservoir fluid are the same, thus eliminating the moving boundary. In the first case, it is easily shown that, for pc constant, Eq. 15 and 16 give 
P2
We have not found a general solution for these equations but particular solutions can be obtained by numerical integration. For constant pr, the solution is found easily. In this case, it can be shown that the only solution satisfying the initial conditions is the one for p 1 constant. Then Eq. D-15 reduces to 2 (l-cp,)=-3cp,~=o.
. 
Appendix E
We wish to derive Eq. 27 from Eq. 26. To begin, we note that the gradient ap/dx can be treated as a body force acting on the fluid in the fracture. Under this body force, the virtual work associated with a variation 6u of the x component of the fluid displacement is The virtual displacement 6u must, of course, be compatible with the constraints. The variation GVis given by 6"= g6Lf+ Sbf. 
